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COMMITMENT 

2-14-17 
HH)   allow Me;   allow, allow, allow Me;   your Master, your King;   (did w/ ANJ)  DDDR;   
(Lord, I desire to be equally committed to You. )   yes, yes;   (Suddenly, I knew that commitment 
was going deep into my belly.)   into your foundation;  silence;   continue, continue, continue, 
with Mercy;   gain its fullness;   (I saw DDDDR in the following shape          ______  only the 
lines were connected. 
                    __l      __l      
                                     1_       l 
                        l___l
                         I knew it was a picture of Mercy 
showing I didn't know its fullness yet.  Somehow commitment and Mercy are linked.)   
That's correct;   the truth shall unfold;   receive;   (Yes, Lord, gladly I shall receive.)   see it in 
sync;   see it all in sync;  

3-07-17 
HH)  (I went deeper into His well until He told me to stop and absorb, so I did.  Then I saw red 
all across the bottom of my field of vision.  Gradually my whole vision was red with various 
shades of red.)   stages of commitment;   not even all My Chosen are at the deepest stage of 
commitment;   give them time;   some are yet too quick saying yes;   some yet lack depth of 
understanding even though they believe they do;   forgive, have patience;  

3-25-17  
HP)  settle it;   settle all matters within your being;   (did) so be it;   now and forever more;   
HH)  envelop My Principles into your being;   into every part of your being;   (w/WNJ I envelop 
the Principles of Almighty God into every part of my being.  I saw a deep, deep red vertical 
rectangle.)   DDDRT  (His thumb took up almost half of the rectangle.)   yes, I am so committed;   

4-14-17 
HH)    (I thanked Him for supplying this room.)   great things will come forth from it;   
(Beautiful Red)   yes, you understand new works and new commitments 

6-18-17 
HH)   silence;   deep silence;   prepare to know the way, My way;   yes, unknown to man;   it is 
steep, narrow;   expect My revelations;   (Yes, Father)   DDRT;   (His thumb covered most of 
the right side.)   yes, almost equally committed;   strive, Child, strive;  

6-19-17 
HH) yes adjure, adjure, adjure;   (Lord, what about adjure?)   sit;   Child, carefully share;   not 
all are ready;  adjure the forces of evil;   adjure the strongmen;   adjure the strongholds;   (Yes, 
Father, I trust You to guide those of us who are ready for this step.)   DDRT  (Most of the right 
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side was covered with His thumb.)  (I knew it was not the deepest red because it was a newer 
commitment.)   correct;   absorb;  

6-30-17 
L)   (I saw a solid block of the deepest Red in the lower 1/3 of my vision.  I asked the Lord what 
it was.)   deepest commitment waiting for you;   (I asked what I needed to do.  Then I saw it with 
what looked to be a tube of the same color of Red on its left side. I have drawn it like I saw only 
there should be no spaces in the rectangle and the block was solid Red.)  let Me infuse;   (Father, 
w/ANJ I allow You to infuse me with all I need so that I be completely committed as deeply as I 
can be.)   
                  ____ 
                 |        |   
 =======|____| 

7-02-17 
HH)   stay completely connected to Me;   connected, committed;   (I saw once again a block of 
DR with a hose about an inch wide with it connected between Him and me although I did not see 
it connected to me.  I saw it connected with the DR square.  I saw it again, but this time it was 
brighter and more intense.  See 6-30-17 for a drawing of the block and hose.)   let it not fall 
away;   (Father, w/ANJ I allow and activate this connection to You.)   Hallelujah;  Child, this is 
your challenge today;   stay connected to Me;  

7-13-17  
HH)   DRT;   sugarcoat not;   plain, simple truth;  put it forth;   judge with it;   the truth of My 
truths cannot be denied;   DR;   yes, there will be new commitments to be made;   grasp their 
depths, then commit;   DR;    

9-30-17 
HH)   catch up work;  (Yes, Father, I understand.)   (Beautiful Red)   yes, this is the way your 
commitment looks to Me;   beautiful;   keep pushing yourself, My Child;  

12-28-17 
L)   activate, activate, activate;   My Promises;   My Promises I have for you;   (Yes, Father, I 
so choose to use Your Power as You say.)   so be it;    
HH)    gather;   My Promises to You;   My commitments;   (I told Him I hadn't written them 
all down.)   gather 10;   see the picture, the depth of My commitment to you, to the Bride;   
gather, Child;   you know you are blessed, blessed by Me;   Praise, Praise, Praise, send 
forth Praises throughout the days; 

12-30-17 
L)   Prepare;  (SIS)   Prepare to bring forth My truth;   your voice shall carry My truth;  
DDDDR;   yes, full commitment;   both Mine and yours;   united to put forth My truth;   
be ready, be ready, be ready 

12-31-17 
L)   DR square;   Child, be committed to all My ways;   tell them;   there is no picking and 
choosing;   all My ways must be heeded;   commit, commit, commit; 


